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to improve your detection rate and avoid false alarms. 
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Flare Whitelist
  Review of current software from over 100 download portals

  Up to 300 new products and 20,000 new checked files per day

 A total of almost one million analyzed software products

  For analysis, the current software is downloaded, installed and executed

 Flare Whitelist offers you current data as input for machine learning and for improving whitelists 

You can find additional information on our website,  
or simply get in touch with us directly at +49 391 6075460.

AV-TEST GmbH | Klewitzstraße 7 | 39112 Magdeburg | Germany

Blackhat URLs
  Threat analysis of around 10 million URLs per month, with several thousand suspicious

  Analysis of globally relevant sources, including Google Search, Twitter and Yandex

  Keywords are from Google Trends, Twitter Trends and other SEO movements  

 Increase your detection rate of malicious URLs with the daily updated blackhat data

Spam
  Captures over 150,000 spam mails per month, with several hundred containing malicious attachments

 Offers daily access to malware mails collected, checked and categorised by AV-TEST via its own honeypots

  Complete metadata such as content, sender and attachment of e-mails are included

 Improve your detection performance with the spam feed using current malware mail data
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Flare Android
 A feed of verified Android apps from third-party stores

  Checks about 5,000 App downloads (in APK format) per month

 Static features such as the app‘s permissions, the presence of trackers and the source code 

    are evaluated. On the basis of these evaluations, we classify the apps as suspicious or not. 

 The analyzed files are downloaded from third-party App-Stores. 

 Some of the apps and files are only available outside the Google Playstore

 Google Play Metadata feed with information about of updated, new and removed apps 


